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REBUILD INSTRUCTIONS
Disassembly Procedure
1) Prior to disassembly, the nozzle should be carefully washed to remove excess dirt
and fuel contamination. The exterior of the nozzle should be carefully inspected
for damaged or missing components.
2) The nozzle body has been designed to be held conveniently in a standard bench
vise for disassembly. The nozzle body should be held by the flats
located on either side of the body. The vise jaws should be provided
with non-marring protective covers to prevent damage to the nozzle
body. Care should be taken to only clamp the body with sufficient
force to secure the nozzle during disassembly. Excessive
pressure can cause permanent damage to the nozzle body.
3) Clamp the nozzle vertically in the vise (swivel facing down) to
begin the nozzle disassembly into its sub-assemblies.

Remove the Cylinder Assembly
Step 1

Start disassembly with the Actuator (FNBL-01) in the “off position” (the
Actuator is in the latched position). Using a O-Ring pick tool, carefully
remove the Wiper Seal (FNBL-52, see figure 1) from inside the Nose (FNBL09, see figure 3) and discard. Use caution not to scratch the inside of the bore
in which the Wiper Seal seats.

Step 2

Apply a small amount of lubricant to the inside diameter of the
Nose (FNBL-09) just above the Valve Sleeve (FNBL-17). This
will allow easier disassembly. Insert a Popet Insertion Tool
(FN600-102) in the front of the fuel nozzle insuring that it is
properly latched in position. This is done to prevent the Valve
Spring from ejecting the Valve Sleeve (FNBL-17) as the Popet
(FNBL-14) is removed in the next step.
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Step 3

Insert tool FN600-100 (Popet Spanner Wrench) through the center
of the Popet Insertion Tool (FN600-102) and engage the two pins
in the holes located in the Popet (FNBL-14). Rotate counter clockwise
to remove the Popet from the Piston Rod (FN600-13).

Step 4

With the Popet (FNBL-14) removed and while holding the Popet
Insertion Tool FN600-102) securely, release the Popet Insertion Tool
(FN600-102) from the Nozzle Assembly. This will allow the Valve
Sleeve (FNBL-17) (see figure 1) to be removed from the Nose (FNBL09). The Valve Spring (FNBL-58) normally provides enough force to
eject the Valve Sleeve from inside the Nose.

Step 5

Remove the nozzle from the vise, turn it over, and clamp it
again so the Actuator (FN600-01) end of the nozzle is up.

Step 6

Remove the four button head socket screws that
secure the Cover (FN600-05) to the rear of the Body
(FN600-03) using a 5/32” hex key as shown in figure 2.
Remove the Cover to expose the Cylinder Assembly
(figure 4) and allow
removal of the Actuator
Assembly.

Step 7

Remove the Cylinder Assembly by using the Actuator
Assembly (figure 2) as a handle. The entire Cylinder
Assembly is removed as a single unit. Once removed, the
Actuator Handle Assembly is easily removed by securely
holding the outside of the Cylinder (FN600-18) in one
hand and depressing the Piston Rod (FN600-13) into
the Cylinder Assembly (press the end of the Piston
Rod into a protected surface to prevent damage to the
end of the Piston Rod).
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Remove the Nose Assembly
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Pull the Pullback (FNBL-15) toward the body to
revel the Nose Ring (FNBL-76).

Remove the Nose Ring found near the front of the Nose
(FNBL-9).

Slide the Pullback off the Nose taking care to capture
the 10 Stainless Steel Ball Bearings (FNBL-78).

Cylinder Assembly Disassembly
Step 1

The Cylinder Assembly (figure 4) is easily disassembled using a vise. Insert
the Piston Pullback (FN600-12) in the vise; press down
on the Piston Rod (FN600-13) about 2 inches. Tighten
the vise to hold the spring in the cylinder assembly
compressed. With a small screwdriver, remove the Cylinder
Snap Ring (FN600-63). Upon removal of the snap ring carefully
open the vise while holding down the Piston Rod (FN600-13)
allowing complete disassembly of the Cylinder
Assembly. Use caution as the Piston Spring (FN600-59)
is under moderate compression and will be released
when the vise is released.
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Handle Disassembly
Step 1

Should the Handle (FN600-06) require replacement or repair it, it can be
removed by removing the two screws that secure it to the Body (FNBL-03).
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Inspection
All individual components should be carefully cleaned and dried before inspection.
Carefully inspect all components for physical damage and replaced as required using the
following guidelines:
The following components should be discarded and should be replaced when
rebuilding a nozzle:
FN600-52
FN600-54
FN600-67
FN600-68
FN600-69
FNBL-84

Wiper Seal
Valve Quad Ring
Valve O-ring (2 pieces)
Nose O-ring
Cylinder O-ring (2 pieces)
Piston O-ring (2 pieces)

The following components should be carefully inspected for wear and should be
replaced as necessary:
FNBL-09

Nose
This component is constructed of heat-treated stainless steel for
long life. It should only be necessary to replace this item when it
shows significant signs of wear.

FNBL-14

Popet
It is recommended that this item be replaced at every rebuild
unless careful inspection indicates otherwise.

FNBL-17

Valve Sleeve
It is recommended that this item be replaced at every rebuild
unless careful inspection indicates otherwise.

FN600-18

Cylinder
The inside surface shall be inspected to insure that there is no
damage to the seal area. If there is damage, this component must
be replaced.

FN600-13

Piston Rod
The popet end of the piston rod should be carefully inspected for
damage. The piston rod should be replaced if damaged or
deformed.

FN600-23

Bushing
Should be replaced if cracked or damaged.
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Assembly
Cylinder Sub-Assembly (see figure 4)

Step 1

The Cylinder Head Assembly (FNBL-K6) is assembled as shown in figure 4
with the Bushing (FNBL-25), Cylinder Head (FNBL-22), and Bushing Snap
Ring (FNBL-65).

Step 2

Insert the Piston Spring Retainer (FNBL-21) into the end of the Cylinder
(FNBL-18) in the orientation shown in figure 4. Insert the Cylinder Snap
Ring (FNBL-63) into the Cylinder (FNBL-18) behind the Piston Spring
Retainer (FNBL-21) and snap into the groove at the end of the Cylinder
(FNBL-18).

Step 3

Sit the Cylinder (FNBL-18) on top of a vise with the Piston Spring Retainer
(FNBL-21) toward the vise. Insert the Piston Spring (FNBL-59)
into the open end of the Cylinder (FNBL-18). Slide the Piston
Assembly from step #4 over the Piston Spring (FNBL-59) and
press into the Cylinder (FNBL-18) until the Piston Pullback
(FNBL-12) sticks into the vise about 2 inches.
Tighten the vise to securely hold the spring
compressed. Slide the Cylinder Head
Assembly from step #5 over the end of the
Piston Rod (FNBL-13). Position the Cylinder
Snap Ring (FNBL-63) over the Piston Rod
(FNBL-13) and allow it to rest on the Cylinder Head
(FNBL-22). Snap the Cylinder Snap Ring (FNBL-63) in
the groove of the Cylinder (FNBL-18).

Step 4

Install a Cylinder O-Ring (FNBL-69) in the external groove on each end of
the Cylinder (FNBL-18).
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Final Assembly
Step 1

Put a small amount of O-Ring lube on the Nose (FNBL-09) in the 10 Ball
Bearing hole to hold them in place during re-assembly. Put a Ball Bearing in
each of the 10 holes in the Nose.

Step 2

Make sure that the Felt Seal (FNBL-74) is completely inserted in the felt seal
grove in the Pullback (FNBL-15). Slide the Pullback over the nose as far
back toward the Body (FNBL-03) as it will go.

Step 3

Put the Nose Ring back in its groove near the front end of the Nose (FNBL09).

Step 4

Turn the Body Assembly completely over in the vise so the nose assembly is
downward.

Step 5

Install the Piston Pin (FN600-11) in the Cam (FN600-04) of the Actuator
Handle Assembly. While depressing
the Piston Rod (FN600-13) into the
Cylinder Assembly (press end against
a surface that will not damage the end
of the Piston Rod), slide the Piston Pin
into the Cam in the orientation shown
in figure 2.
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Step 6

Generously lubricate the inside of the Body (FN600-03) where the Cylinder
Assembly will be inserted. The lubricant should only be applied to the inside
diameter below the step located approximately ½” (13mm) from the back face
of the nozzle body. Insert the above-assembled
Cylinder Assembly into the rear of the Body. Care
must be taken to not allow the Cylinder O-ring
(FN600-69) from being pinched in the lower cutout
on the nozzle Body (FNBL-03). The assembly should
slide in with minimal resistance; excessive resistance
is a sign that the Body has been deformed from being
clamped in the vise with excessive pressure. The
Actuator Assembly will drop into position as the Cylinder Assembly is fully
inserted into the Body.

Step 7

Pull the Actuator Handle back and insert the round boss of
the Cover (FNBL-05) into the rear of the. Install the four
button head cap screws (1/2-20 x 5/8” long) using a 5/32”
hex key. A drop of loctite 242 should be placed on each
fastener before installation.

Step 8

Turn the Body Assembly completely over in the vise so the nose assembly is
facing up. Lubricate the O-rings on the Valve Sleeve (FNBL-17) and the
inside of the Nose (FNBL-09). Insert the Valve Spring (FNBL-58)
into the front of the Nose (FNBL-09) against its seat in the front of
the Body (FNBL-03). Place the Valve (FN600-17) over the end of
the Valve Spring. Use the Popet Insertion Tool (FN600-102) or a spare
Fuel Receiver Body (with the popet and spring
removed) to push the Valve Assembly (FN600-17)
and the Valve Spring (FNBL-58) into the Nose.
The Fuel Receiver Body will latch into the front of
the assembly holding the Valve Sleeve (FNBL-17) in
position. With the Actuator (FN600-01) in the “on
position” (not latched), use the Popet Spanner Wrench (FN600-100)
to thread the Popet onto the Piston Rod (FN600-13)
(assembly is done through the center of the Popet Insertion
Tool (FN600-102)). Remove the Popet Insertion Tool
(FN600-102. Move the Actuator Assembly a number of times from the “on”
to the “off” positions to
insure that movement is smooth and
without binding. Apply
lubricant to the Wiper Seal (FN600-52)
and install the wiper
seal in the first groove in the Nose.
The open end of the
seal faces the inside of the nozzle.
Make sure that the seal is
fully seated in its groove.
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Step 7

(see figure 7) Make sure the Swivel Base O-Ring (FNBL-76) is on the Swivel
Assembly (FN600S). Lubricate the Swivel Base O-Ring (FNBL-76) being
careful to keep the threads clean and dry. Place a drop of loctite 242 on the
threads of the Swivel Base and screw the Swivel Assembly into the Body
(FNBL-03). Tighten using the Swivel Spanner Wrench (FNBL-104).
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Testing
The fully assembled nozzles must be tested by a fully qualified and trained technician
before being put in use.
Procedure:
Install the nozzle to be tested on a test stand that can replicate the operation parameters
that will be experienced in actual field service.
The latching mechanism should be tested by repeatedly latching the nozzle onto a fuel
receiver. The nozzle must not disengage from the fuel receiver without the Pullback
being retracted. The latching dogs should lock into the open position when the Pullback
is retracted. The latching mechanism should “snap” into the locked position when the
nozzle is attached to the receiver.
The nozzle should be tested for proper shut-off pressure at a minimum of 60 gpm and a
maximum of 140 gpm flow volume. Shut-off pressure should be between 7-9 PSI when
measured at the receiver (pressure gage must be at the liquid level of the receiver or
compensation must be made for the weight of the liquid).
Inspect the Fuel Nozzle for leaks.
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